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Novelty
new

Animaux en forme
by Nadia Shireen
Little die-cut books in animal shapes, rounded forms
the tiny tots will love.
Key Points:
• P
 retty objects in the shape of an animal with tender illustrations
young kiddies will love
• First steps in learning about animals
• Touch’n feel material on the cover

Content
On each double spread, one or two simple sentences highlight one of the animal’s specificities (food, habits, looking after the young, coat…). The final spread
names the animal.
The child learns to recognise the animal through this game of charades. With its
small format and touch’n feel material on the cover, kiddies will grow fond of this
book, like a favourite soft toy.
Loveable illustrations and bright colours for a gentle discovery of the animal
world.

Illustrator

Technical specifications
Format: 110 x 150 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 5,90 €
Age group: 1 and up
4 titles in the series
Le phoque
Le renard polaire
L’ours blanc
Le manchot empereur
Rights sold
English (worldwide)

MILAN

Nadia Shireen is an English Illustrator who lives in London with her husband and her son.
She loves cats, taking baths and ice creams, but not all at the same time.
In 2010, she graduated with a Masters degree in Literature, specialising in children’s illustration. Her first picture book, Good Little Wolf, was well received in 2011. Then came Hey
Presto (Magic Pacha in French) and Yeti and the Bird. She also illustrated The Baby that
Roared by Simon Puttock, shortlisted for the Roald Dahl prize for humour in 2012.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
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Les minousses
Ill. By Thierry Bedouet
Young children will enjoy pulling the tabs to change
the pictures on every spread, to see just how the little
animals are reassured.
Key Points
• Robust production, easy for little hands
• Warm, bright illustrations that represent everyday life
• Short dialogues between child/parent, through amusing and
touching scenes that kiddies will identify with and find reassuring.
N

La politesse

Walking in a crowd without pushing people, remembering to say “Thank you” and
“Please” or saying “Sorry”. So many little words – polite words - that young children
don’t always find easy to acquire. But politeness isn’t just a question of repeating words,
the child must also learn why politeness is important.
N

Le pot

Using the potty is an important development in a baby’s life. During toilet training, a baby
needs to be closely supported. This all-board book is intended for children who are taking
this great step towards autonomy. With funny, moving little scenes that reflect daily life,
it describes all baby’s possible reactions to this delicate time.
A tout à l’heure!
Leaving home to go to nursery or school, or arriving at nanny’s house: for the very young,
the separation from their parents in the morning is never easy. A daily ordeal that they
can overcome thanks to the Minousses – smart, funny little heroes!
The anxiety of separation, an essential theme in children’s lives: amusing and touching
scenes that kiddies will identify with and find reassuring.

For the very young, bedtime is rarely a favorite time of the day. Alone in bed, in the dark,
in the silence, being away from their parents… so many trials that will be easy to overcome thanks to Minousses – adorable, clever little heroes!

Technical specifications
Format: 200 x 170 mm
Pages: 14
Retail price: 10,90 €
Age group: 1 and up
Rights Sold
English (worldwide),
Castillan, Basque, Galician,
Italian, Swedish

MILAN

Au dodo!
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T’as la trouille pistrouille?
Ill. by Charlotte Ameling
A new touch’n feel book… if you dare!
Here, the challenge is to get close to an emblematic
animal – the wolf!
A new adventure with every new page, to play with
your fear!
Key Points:
• 1 2 generous pieces of material to touch and a pop-up with the wolf’s
open jaws.
• Whets children’s curiosity and maintains suspense to the end…
with shivers and fits of laughter.
• The text dares young readers to overcome their fears.

Technical specifications
Format: 210 x 210 mm
Pages: 18,
Retail price: 15,20 €
Age group: 1 and up

Rights sold
Italian

Content
This new book just dares you to get closer to the wolf. Torn between their fear

and their curiosity to see the wolf up close, the child is encouraged to follow the
animal’s footsteps, stroke his ears, pull his tail… until they come right face to
snout with the wolf! But the child has an effective defence: a pumpkin! Just turn
the page and the pumpkin explodes all over the wolf’s face… at least that’s how
it works out of you’re not too chicken!
A path laid with scary challenges and bursts of laughter.

MILAN

Touch and feel material
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Cap ou pas cap?
by Nicole Maubert
A Touch’n Feel book that will provoke roars of
laughter! On each page there’s a monster - scary or
disgusting - and a dare: “Touch it if you can!”
Key points
• A
 book that helps young readers talk and laugh about things
that scare them.
• A material to touch or a surprise on every page to awaken
the sense of touch and provoke strong reactions
• Tender, fun illustrations.
Content

Technical specifications
Format : 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 20
Retail price: 15,20!
Age group : 2 and up.

Rights Sold
English (Worldwide), Spanish
(Spain), Italian

The child is invited to stroke the hairy spider, scratch the plump monster’s belly,
touch the poisonous snake’s slimy tongue and the shark’s pointed teeth, kiss the
witch’s spotty face. They must find the courage to lift up the cover and find out
who’s hiding under the bed, and even put their hands into the jaws of a leaping
wolf.
At the end, children discover their own face reflected in a deforming mirror with
the caption ‘The most terrifying little monster of all!’
Defusing the fear of phantasmagorical monsters and repulsive creatures through
fun and laughter, this book revives all the fun of playing at being scared.
The Author

MILAN

Nicole Maubert lives in Chavornay in Switzerland. Under the Océchou brand,
she designs stationery, toys, decorative and fashion accessories for babies up to
children of 8. She has published a book with stickers about firemen, published
by Deux Coqs d’or. This is her first book with Milan.
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Un livre à toucher
After the success of Contes et comptines à toucher
and Docus à toucher, a new series of touch and feel
books from Editions Milan!
This time, children are invited to discover familiar
imaginary worlds with their fingertips. These first
titles of the series, enhanced by Gwen Keraval and
Sylvie Bessard illustrations, is about fascinating
creatures, protean and little-known: dragons, and
witches.
Key points
• High quality materials and generous size of surfaces to touch.
• Superb, modern illustrations adapted to the age group.
• The excellence and quality of Milan’s touch and feel books.
Sorcières
Illustrated by Sylvie Bessard

Technical Specifications
Format: 230 x 240 mm
Pages: 16
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 5 and up

Contents
After the warm reception for Dragons, this second title, enhanced by Sylvie Bessard,
focuses on those extraordinary characters that have always been stars in the gallery of
children’s heroes: witches.
10 touch’n feel materials in this book:

. Witch’s working dress
. Velvet on her hat for grand occasions
. Toad’s rough skin
. Furry coat of her black cat
. Smoke rising up from her alembic
. Copper of the cauldron
. Wood of her magic wand
. Twigs of her flying broom
. Round surface of the pumpkin
. Furry coat of the hare that dances under the moon

MILAN

Two flaps open the broom cupboard and the magic spell book.

Bayard Group
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Dragons
Illustrated by Gwen Keraval

Contents
This new series has two ambitions:
A new and many representation of the fantastic creatures that people our legends and
tales, with a documentary approach; to highlight the action and pleasure of manipulation
as an access for very young readers to the universe of imagination, through materials to
touch.
10 materials to touch and feel:
The shimmering scales of the European dragon; the jewel on the forehead of the guivre;
the scaly wings of the knucker; the rough wings of the gargoyle; the iridescent body of
the rainbow dragon; a sparkling treasure; the soft shell of a dragon egg; the horns of the
Japanese dragon; the pearl of the Chinese dragon; the crest and the tail of the feathered
dragon.

Author

MILAN

Gwen Keraval was born in 1976 in the Parisian suburbs, but he grew up climbing the oaks
of the Alpine forests! During those long mountain winters, he discovered Le Journal de
Spirou, which naturally led him to comics and Mickeys. Later, with the Émile-Cohl diploma
obtained, he began to work regularly for Milan’s books of tales, children’s paperbacks
and press. Among other works, he illustrated Histoires de princesses et Contes d’Haïti.
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Boîtes à surprises
By Anne Sophie Baumann,
Ill by Anne-Katrin Behl
Lots of tabs, flaps and pops: Look-and-find has never been
more fun!
It’s the great mouse hunt!
Twelve mischievous mice are planning a party, so they start
hunting for things for the big event.
They look through all sorts of boxes that are piled high in
the house, from basement to attic, and find hats, tools,
eggs—and even dentures!
Children—and grown-ups—will have fun lifting the flaps,
pulling the tabs, and giggling at the pop-ups. Eek! A Mouse
Seek-and Peek Book is loads of fun for everyone.

Technical Specifications
Format: 320 x 220 mm
Pages: 14
40 animations
Retail price: 17,99 €
Age group: 5 and up
Rights sold
English (Worldwide)

An accordeon folds out under a moving feature

A zip to open
the hatbox.

Under the flap, the child
sees a pop-up ghost!

What’s under this flap?
The child opens the safe.

Anne-Sophie Baumann studied science and literature before becoming an editor and an
author. She lives near Paris, France.
Anne-Kathrin Behl is an illustrator who graduated from the Hamburg University of Applied
Sciences She lives in Leipzig, Germany.

Tourbillon

About the authors
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Zazou and Leopold
Two friends discovering life!
Welcome into the world of Zazou and Leopold.
Fundamental notions are presented with freshness
and warmth!
Animated books with die-cuts or acetates effects
that play an important role in the learning process.
Key points
• A
 fter the fabulous series Petits Fantômes and the mischievous
Camille (Albin Michel Jeunesse), a brand new series from well-loved
author Jacques Duquennoy.
• Channels of learning, emotions and imagination, Zazou and Leopold
are two new heroes for toddlers.
• A ‘book-object’ format, simple yet totally magical!
Zazou and Leopold like nothing better than doing things together.
Chiffres
In this book with cutouts, embossed or rough surfaces, Zazou and Leopold explore all
ways to count, recognize and memorize the numbers: rough figures, dots on a dice, hand
fingers, mime, balls .. . All these «Montessori» approaches are discussed with mirth, and
with surprises! Fundamental concepts revisited with freshness and tenderness!

Technical Specifications
Format: 180 x 180 mm
Pages: 20, acetates
and die-cuts pages
Retail price: 11,90 €
Age group: 2 and up
Rights Sold

Zazou and Leopold love painting and drawing: with blue, yellow, red, green, orange,
purple, black and white, that turn turns into a seal, in the sun, fish, frog, fox, turtle or
small wolf in the snow. By a system of transparent pages, the images reveal themselves
as you playback and spare real surprises in small player.

bayard

Couleurs

Simplified Chinese, Italian,
Castillan, Catalan, Dutch
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Contraires - Opposites
In this book with die-cuts, they explore situations featuring opposite emotions and the
words that describe them!
Going down/going up, sad/happy, reserved/open, hate/adore...
The die-cuts play an important role, transforming the pictures and creating real surprises
for the young reader.

Formes - Shapes
Zazou and Leopold like nothing better than doing things together. Take drawing, for
example: circles, squares, triangles are transformed into robots, fish... even a fine bird
that flies away! With a system using acetates pages, the pictures are revealed as the
pages turn, reserving real surprises for the young reader.

acetate

Zazou et Léopold font du trompoline

font du trampoline

N

– Je n’avais jamais vu
un trampoline
aussi chouette !

Zazou and Leopold have got a new trampoline! They jump high – very high- so high that
they end up on a cloud!
What could be more fun than jumping up and down on a trampoline! Zazou and Leopold
have one that leads them to a great adventure – they ride on a cloud, meet the wind,
storm and snow...
Action, humour and emotion are all present in this enchanted voyage through the air.

Jacques Duquennoy

font du trampoline

Zazou et Léopold ont un nouveau trampoline !
Ils sautent haut, très haut, si haut
qu’ils se retrouvent sur un nuage…

7,50 €

– Moi non plus,
Léopold !

ISBN : 978-2-7470-7256-4

9:HSMHOH=U\WZ[Y:

Technical Specifications

Author
Born in 1953 in Corbie, La Somme, Jacques Duquennoy studied Art before becoming a
field sales rep for teaching materials, then an editor, than a primary school teacher. In
1994, he published Le Dîner Fantôme (Albin Michel) and became a full-time author of
children’s books. He lives in Amiens.

Format: 180 x 180 mm
Pages: 48
Retail price: 7,50 €
Board Book

bayard
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Le petit curieux
by Edouard Manceau
Both a book and a fascinating object, with a die-cut
window that invites readers to observe the world
around them. An interactive reading experience –
guided by the entertaining instructions issued to
the young reader. But there’s a message, too, about
indispensable visual acuity and imagination.
Key points
• An unusual, eye-catching object that arouses the curiosity
• Original production; materials and effects make reading truly
interactive
• Effects and fun instructions make each new page a discovery
• A powerful and personal creation by an author-illustrator

Contents

Technical specifications
Format: 200 x 280 mm
Pages: 30
Retail price: 14,50 €
Age group: 4 and up
Rigts sold
Dutch, English (Canada, US)
Spanish (worldwide)

Right from the cover, this book intrigues, with its big die-cut square in the middle
of the book and to the left. Once open, kiddies start reading around a strange
central hole in the shape of a window:
‘It’s the story of a curious child, who, one day, found a book, opened it up, and
this is what he saw…’ Page by page, the reader is invited to look through the diecut window to rediscover the surrounding world. Are there any shiny things? Are
there things that move? What about soft things? Any letters or numbers?
In the background, a dream-like, poetic message: shouldn’t we look at the things
around us more often? This simple window can lead children to a greater observation of their environment, to look for graphic symbols and surprising visual
discoveries all around them.
Prix sorcière

MILAN

2015
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Mes imagiers à toucher
A touch and feel series for the toddlers to enjoy every
moment of the every day life.
Thanks to moderne art and material to touch,
the very young will name objects and easily
recognized them.
From the bathroom to the kitchen; at bedtime or
dressing time, the kid will enjoy
to learn the exact word and be proud of his knowledge
thanks to the material to help him.
Key points
• A robust book ideal for little fingers, with large areas
380,000
of materials to touch,
copies sold
• Originality and realism of the materials
• Warm-hearted, modern illustrations
• A simple lay-out
• A theme close to the very young reader’s daily interests:
a series to increase awarenes
• A very attractive price, ideal for a first present

13 Titles Available

Picture book
Je me couche
Je me lave
Je m’habille
Je mange
Je vais à la ferme
Je vais au parc
Je joue
Je vais à la mer
Mon anniversaire
Je roule
Je fais le marché
Noël
Dans mon jardin

Bath book
Bath time
Swimming time
Rights Sold
Spain (Castillan, Catalan),
Portugal, Italy, The Netherlands,
Belgium, Taiwan, Croatia,
English (worldwide), Korea

Bedtime - Je me couche

Technical Specifications

Materials to touch

Format : 19 x 19 cm
Pages : 14
Retail price : 11,50 €
Age group : 6 months and up
13 materials to touch

•
•
•
•
•

Plastic feeding bottle
Cloth pyjamas
Rubber dummy teat
Security blanket
Fur of a soft toy

•
•
•
•
•

Puppets on the mobile
Baby’s diaper
Wooden spars of the cot
Baby Radio
Nightlight

• Picture book
• Satin of a bunting bag
• Pyjamas on the cover

MILAN

Amélie Graux’s expressive and elegant illustrations are especially effective with very
young children. A simple lay-out with one big picture per page reveals all their charm.
Tiny tots will identify with the babies in the drawings.

Bayard Group
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I get washed - Je me lave
Materials to touch
•
•
•
•
•

Bathroom tiles
Bath thermometer
Towel
Plastic bath toys
Hairbrush

• Facecloth with rough
texture
• Texture of cream
• Soft soap
• Cloth pyjamas

• Bottle of shower gel
• Sticky toothpaste
• Bathrobe on the cover

•
•
•
•
•

• Denim skirt
• Bonnet
• bodysuit on the cover

I get dressed - Je m’habille
Materials to touch
•
•
•
•
•

Soft diaper
Warm pullovers
Cotton trousers
Socks
Soft bodysuit

Shoes with their laces
Motif on the T-shirt
Coat
Velvet trousers
Plastic raincoat

I eat - Je mange
Materials to touch
Sugar on a biscuit
Wooden high chair
Bib in terry-towelling
Mashed potatoes
Plate

• A little glass pot
• Shiny decoration
on the pot
• Sticky stewed fruit
• Fork handle

•
•
•
•

Metal spoon
Transparent plastic cup
Bottle teat
Plastic baby bottle
on the cover

MILAN

•
•
•
•
•
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I Go to the Farm - Je vais à la ferme
Materials to touch
•
•
•
•
•

hen and chicks
eggshell
rabbit fur
duck’s bill and claws
tractor

• sheep’s fleece
• hide of cow and pig,
horse’s coat
• goat’s horns, hooves
and beard

• cow’s milk
• straw
• chicks on the cover.

I Go to the Park - Je vais au Parc
Materials to touch
• metal gate
• lawn
• wheels and canvas
of a push chair
• squirrel

•
•
•
•
•

bark of tree
sand
bird
wooden bench
plastic bucket

•
•
•
•

paint on free rock game
ball
toboggan
plastic ball on cover

•
•
•
•

cloth on foam cubes
metal ride-on toy
soft plastic ball
little doll’s eyes

I Play with My Toys - Je joue
Materials to touch
• furry surface on soft
toys
• canvas playpen
• doll’s dress
• wooden car

• shapes in the box
• toy dog’s ears and leash
• plastic keys on
telephone
• xylophone

I Go to the Seaside - Je vais à la mer
Materials to touch
• soft plastic arm bands
• grains of sand
• foam on water around
pool

• mother-of-pearl on
shells
• seaweed, star-fish

MILAN

• plastic bucket
• cloth of swimming suit
and T-shirt
• canvas cap
• plastic sun glasses
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It’s Christmas - Noël
Materials to touch
• pine needles from the
Christmas tree
• felt slipper
• plastic garland
• ball tree decoration
• Santa Claus’s white
beard

• the reindeer’s coat
• decoration on window
pane
• snowman
• crumpled gift paper
• soft toy
• cream on cake

• Christmas wreath
• woolly bonnet

It’s My Birthday - Mon anniversaire

Illustrations d’Amélie Graux

Un imagier à toucher pour apprendre
ses premiers mots.

Materials to touch
•
•
•
•
•

Invitation card
plastic goblet
soft coloured sweet
paper plate
paper hat

•
•
•
•

crumpled gift paper
shiny make up
plastic toy
soft fancy-dress
costumes

• icing on cake
• balloon
• wax candle
ISBN : 978-2-7459-5814-3

9:HSMHOF=^Z]VYX:
www.editionsmilan.com

10,90 €

© 2012 éditions Milan – 300, rue Léon-Joulin,
31101 Toulouse Cedex 9, France.
Droits de traduction et de reproduction réservés
pour tous les pays. Toute reproduction,
même partielle, de cet ouvrage est interdite.
Loi 49.956 du 16 juillet 1949 sur les publications
destinées à la jeunesse.
Dépôt légal : 3e trimestre 2012 - Imprimé en Chine

Dans la même collection :
je joue
je mange
je me couche
je me lave
je m’habille
je vais à la ferme
je vais à la mer
je vais au parc
noël

CV_MONANNIV.indd 1-3
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Bath books with a face-cloth
Thanks to the success of the core series,
a new bath books series !
New in this sector: a picture book that teaches basic notions (to recognize and
name the objects used at bathtime) with a facecloth in the shape of an animal.
Irresistible to children… and to parents!
Baby’s bath time: a moment of sharing and a pleasure for parents! What could be
better to make bathtime even more fun than a beautiful picture book with a face
cloth to play with while bathing!

Key Points
• The animal face cloth, fun for children and useful for parents
• Brings structure to a moment that parents and kiddies love to share
• A lovely little book/object with transparent plastic surround
In these books, ten episodes feature the main objects used at bathtime, those
the child is familiar with, touches and uses. The setting helps the child recognize
them so transmitting the first words – all this in a playful bathtime atmosphere!
This is not a gadget bath book; it contains attractive pictures and a face cloth
that’s both useful for the parents and fun for the child.
Picture books for bath time, to increase the very young child’s vocabulary and
parents’ pleasure. Lots of fun to share for parents and children.

Technical Specifications
Format: 15 x 15 cm
Pages: 12
Retail price :11,50 €
Age group : 6 months and up

MILAN

• Warm, loving Illustrations, simple lay-out, adapted to the age group
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Les contes à toucher
Take some great classic tales, add a pinch of
interactivity, and what you get is a superb collection
to arouse the senses of the very young.
Lots of animations and textures to stroke, rub and
squeeze…
A delight for the youngest readers!

19 Titles Available

• Lots and lots of animations and materials to touch
• A board cover and robust pages
• A
 real demand from the public and bookshops
for this collection with 1,6 million worldwide
Ali Baba
Ali Baba
Illustrated by Marie Caillou
• Ali Baba’s rich satin clothes on the cover
• Ali Baba’s rags when he’s poor
• Jewels in the treasure
• Fur of the thieves’ donkey
• Leather pouch where Morgan’s metal carafe is hidden
• Head thief’s false curly beard
• Blade of the knife Morgan uses to kills him
• Morgan’s veil, Ali Baba’s velvet clothes when he has become rich

The Little Mermaid
La petite sirène
Illustrated by Sébastien Pelon

2,5 millions
sold copies
worldwide

Rights Sold
Spain (Catalan, Castillan)
Portugal, Greece,
Italy, Norway, Brazil
Technical Specifications
Format : 21 x 20,5 cm
Pages : 14
Retail price : 13,90 !
16 titles available

MILAN

Key points

Robin des bois
La petite sirène
Ali Baba
Pirouette Cacahuète
Père Noël, es-tu là ?
Dame Tartine
Les musiciens de Brême
Le chat botté
Blanche Neige
Hansel et Gretel
Cendrillon
Le vilain petit canard
Le petit chaperon rouge
La petite poule rousse
Les trois petits cochons
Le petit poucet
Boucle d’or
Jack et le haricot magique
Petit bonhomme en pain d’épice

Bayard Group
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Santa Claus, are you there?
Père Noël, es-tu là?

Dame Tartine
Dame Tartine

Illustrated by Ninie

Illustrated by Anouk Ricard

Material to touch
• Santa Claus’s bonnet
• Santa Claus’s bed cover
• Trim on Santa Claus’s trousers
• Santa Claus’s leather boots
• Santa Claus’s coat
• Pompom on Santa Claus’s bonnet
• Santa Claus’s sack

• Dame Tartine’s Gown
• Butter Palace
• Dame Tartine’s Jam
• Mr. Gimblette’s Honey Shoes
• Pretty Charlotte’s Apricot Dress
• Pretty Charlotte’s Apricot Dress
• Sweets
• Aubergine-shaped witch
• Walls of sugar
• Liquorice Ribbon

+ a final pop-up where Santa Claus is
about to leave on his sleigh to distribute
his gifts.

The Musicians of Bremen
Les musiciens de Brême

Puss in Boots
Le chat Botté

Illustrated by Nathalie Choux

Illustrated by Dan Kerleroux

Material to touch
• Cat fur on the cover
• Bags of flour
• Donkey’s coat
• Cock’s comb
• Dog’s coat
• Bandits’ knife
• Bandits’ cloak

Materials to touch:
• Puss’ boots
• Puss’ satchel
• Rabbit fur
• The King’s hat
• The ogre-lion’s mane
• The ogre-mouse’s body
• The long train of the bridal gown

Animations
• Flaps
•A final pop-up where the donkey bucks
in front of one of the thieves

Animations
• A flap you lift to find Puss in Boots
• A big pop-up of Puss in Boots pouncing
on the ogre-mouse

MILAN
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Snow White
Blanche Neige

Hansel and Gretel
Hansel et Gretel

Illustrated by Fabrice Turrier

Illustrated by Fabrice Turrier

Material to touch
• A glossy plastic cover
• A Mirror
• A Lenticular image
• Glitter
•Braided straw for the thatched roof
• The Dwarf’s beard
• The Witch’s cape
•The poisoned apple with glitter varnish

Material to touch
•A roof made of dummy sweets
for the cover
•A crumpled sweet paper
for the wall
•A copper-coloured dungeon door
• A broom
• An imitation cake in jelly
• A sparkling treasure

Animations
• A flap door
•A big pop-up finale that folds out (the
kiss between Snow White and Prince
Charming)

Animations
• A die-cut forest
• A flap door
• A folding flap floor
• A pop-up oven

Cinderella
Cendrillon

Ugly Duckling
Le vilain petit canard

Illustrated by Marion Billet

Illustrated by Dan Kerleroux

Material to touch
• Hot stamping and glitter
• Chamois for duster
• Relief varnish on parquet
• Gems / Jewel shape
• Star shape
•Prince dances with Cinderella, the
couple slip into a slot
•Shoe in expanded PVC (silver with stars)
• Orange plastic pumpkin
• Dark beige cotton cloth for rags
• Hot stamping around fairy
•2 different materials for Cinderella’s
dress: light blue and red

Material to touch
• Grey boa material
• 4 egges in EVA foam ‘off white’
• Foam stamping red on turkey’s goitre
• Hot stamping on rifle
• Dog hair material
• Feather on hunter’s hat
• Pearlescent ink on trees
• White fur on swan

MILAN

Animations
• Pop-up for the pumpkin-coach

Animations
•Hinge animation on chicken’s head
•Holographic foil stamping
on the lake
•Double spread pop-up
on the last page
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Little Red Riding Hood
Le petit chaperon rouge

Little Red Hen
La petite Poule Rousse

Illustrated by Christian Guibbaud

Illustrated by Leo Timmers

Materials to touch:
• Red Riding Hood’s hood
• Red Riding Hood’s basket
• The Wolf’s fur
• Grandmother’s blanket
•The wolf’s ear

Materials to touch:
• Little Red hen’s feathers
• Pig’s body in felt
• Little Red hen’s canvas bag
• The Cat’s fur
• Corn pastry

Animations
• Ankle bracelet to pull
• The Wolf’s eyes
• A pop-up of the Wolf’s jaws
• Elastic cord to tie up the Wolf

Animations
•Pull the tab to see the seeds growing
• The Windmill’s blades
• The Hen eating grains

The Three Little Pigs
Les trois petits cochons

Tom Thumb
Le Petit Poucet

Illustrated by Xavier Deneux

Illustrated by Denis Cauquetoux

Materials to touch
• The pigs’ bodies in felt
•S
 traw, wood, bricks, to build houses
• The Wolf’s fur
• The roof

Material to touch
• Pebbles in relief
• A leather purse
• Eyes glowing in the woods
• Bird feathers
• A silver knife
• Felt for hats
• Golden crown

Animations
• Pigs running away
• The Pot in three dimensions

Goldenlocks
Boucle D’or

Jack and the Beanstalk
Jack et le haricot magique

Illustrated by Annelore Parot

Illustrated by Laurent Richard

Material to touch
• Goldenlocks’ hairr
• Bears’ furry bodies
• Straw for the chairs
• The soup ingredients
• Cloth cover

Material to touch
• Cow hide
• Bean pippins
• Stem of the beanstalk
• Ogre’s gold coins
• Hen that lays golden eggs
• Golden harp
+ one flap and one pop-up

Animations
•Pull the tab: Glodenlocks under the
cover
• Goldenlocks running away

MILAN

Animations
• Two tabs to pull
• Pop-up in 3 dimensions
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Mes docs à toucher
This new non-fiction series for tiny-tots has opted for
an interactive and hands-on approach.
A highly-illustrated, fiction-like treatment; facts
presented briefly and precisely; large textured
surfaces to touch… Here, interactivity is the chosen
method of learning and communicating for young
readers.
Key points
• A durable product specially designed for little hands,
• The quality and realistic nature of the materials,
• A mixture of fiction and documentary specially tailored for the age
group and thoroughly modern in presentation,
• Themes that appeal greatly to toddlers: The Farm, Earth and Sky, The
Savannah, The Dinosaur, etc.
Sales of the series
Ma ferme: 137 000 cps.
Mes dinosaures: 38 000 cps.
Ma savane: 92 000 cps.
Mes animaux familiers: 39 000 cps.

1,2 million
copies sold
worlwide

10 Titles Available
The Farm
The Savannah
Dinosaurs
Animals from the Sea
Animals from the Artic
Pets
Baby Animals
Little Bugs
Animals from the country
Animals in my garden
Animals in the jungle

My little bugs - Mes petites bêtes

Rights Sold

Illustrated by Hélène Convert

Sweden, Spain (Spanish,
Catalan), Italy, Greece,
Finland, Portugal, Belgium
Croatia, China, The
Netherlands, Japan, English
(Worldwide), Serbian

Materials to touch and
feel:
•The ladybird’s rounded
wings
•The bee’s fuzzy down
•The wasp’s striped
abdomen

•The fly’s shimmering
wings
•The butterfly’s shining
wings
•The worm’s sticky body
•The grasshopper’s ribbed
abdomen and legs

•The rose chafer’s metallic
green shell
•The stink bug’s grainy
body
•The snail’s spiral shell
•The ant’s smooth body.

Technical Specifications
Format : 23 x 20 cm
Pages : 16
Retail price : 13,90 !
Age group : 3 and up

Animals in My garden - Mes animaux du jardin
Materials to touch
•The hedgehog’s prickles
•The feathers of the
blackbird’s wing
•The snail’s ribbed shell
and its slimy trail

•The robin redbreast’s
down
•The soft fur of the rabbit
•The mole’s velvety fur
•The dormouse’s coat
•The shimmering wings of
the butterfly

•The phosphorescent
glow-worm
•The hairy body of the
bumblebee
•The threads of the
spider’s web

MILAN

Illustrated by Deborah Pinto
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Animals from the artic - Mes animaux du froid à toucher
Illustrated by Julie Mercier
Materials to touch
• Special ice effect
on the cover
• Penguin plumage
• Reindeer coat
• Baby seal fur

• Narwhal tooth
• Bear fur
• Killer whale skin
• Walrus tusk
• Arctic fox fur

• walrus hide
• Beluga whale skin
• Reindeer antler + flaps
• Ice

The Savannah - Ma savane à toucher
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux
Materials to touch
•Flocking with long hair
on the cover title
• One glued flap 
• Hairs of the lion
• Dark brown hair for the
monkey

• Grey skin of the elephant
• Embossed UV spot
varnish for the horns
• Zebra fur
•One glued flap in the
shape of an egg (opening
on the top)

• Skin of the crocodile
• Girafe’s fur (spotted)
•Raised gloss spot varnish
for the pikes of the
porcupine
• Pink feathers for the
flamingo

Baby Animals - Mes bébés animaux à toucher
Illustrated By Julie Mercier
Materials to touch:
• Textured cover
• Little turtle’s shell
• Kangaroo fur
• Baby hippopotamus’ skin
• Foal’s coat
• Baby bear’s skin
• Lamb’s fleece

• Lion kid’s fur
• Baby bird’s skin
• Calf’s coat
• Hen’s feathers
• Koala’s coat
• Chick’s feathers
• Baby elephant’s hide

Pets - Mes animaux familiers
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux
Materials to touch
• Textured cover
• Tortoise shell
• Cat’s fur
• Mouse’s coat
• Labrador’s short coat

• Dwarf rabbit
• Guinea pig’s fur
• Hamster’s coat
• Canary feathers
• Gerbil’s fur

• Scales of a fish
• Scaly skin of the iguana
+ flaps

The Farm - Ma ferme à toucher
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux
Materials to touch
• Green coloured flocking
on the cover
• Brown short-hair fur for
rabbit
• Long-hair chick yellow
material

• Pink felt pig
• Rough hairs for goat’s
beard
• Die-cut tree shape
• Verso die-cut tree
• Curly white wool sheep

• Black and white spotted
fur for cow
• Large area of green
flocking

Novelty
Sea Creatures - Mes animaux des mers à toucher
Illustrated by Nathalie Choux
Materials to touch
• Water effect on the cover
• Whale skin
• Fish scales
• Jellyfish skin
• Octopus ink

• Tortoise shell
• Octopus sucker
• Seagull feathers
•Shark skin
• Starfish

• Dolphin skin
• Ray skin
•Flaps

Dinosaurs - Mes dinosaures à toucher
Illustrated by Ninie
•Two bunches of feathers
for the microraptor, one
blue, one red
•Long hair flocking for the
plants

•Brown PVC with small
balls inside for the
Ankylosaur
• Foam for dinosaurs’ eggs
• Red glitter for the
meteorite

MILAN

Materials to touch
•Raised gloss spot UV
varnish + opaque glued
glass on the cover
• Reptile skin
• Diplodocus skin
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Mon livre animé…
Totally different from the usual picture book
or pop-up for older children, this book - with its
interactive and playful approach – is the perfect ‘first
discovery through experience’ for the very young.
10 titles in a series with excellent sales.
More than 30 movable features in a truly interactive
book.
Book shop sales of the series:
• Nursery School (pub. September 2009): + de 16 000 cps.
• Nature (pub. April 2010): + de 9 000 cps.
• The Sea: (pub. June 2010): + de 5 000 cps.
• Christmas (pub. October 2010): + de 7 000 cps.
• Paris (pub. April 2011): + de 7 000 cps.
• The Human Body (pub. May 2010): 5 000 cps.

290.000 copies
copies sold

Key points
• Lots of animated features,
• A play approach that puts the accent on interactivity to help children
discover the world around them: nursery school, nature, the sea…
• A big format, thick card and robust animations,
• The approach is always focused on the child, what they can do
(animations) and feel.
Contrary to traditional children’s non-fiction, here, the child plays a role, manipulating the moving features to gain understanding, acting to anticipate and learn:
a truly pedagogical approach based on the child’s contribution and implication.

14 Titles Available
Christmas
Nature
Seashore
Kindergarden
Paris
Human body
Firemen
Fortified Castles
Farm
Garage and Cars
Sports d’hiver
Football
Pirates
Transports
Rights Sold
Spain (Castillan, Catalan),
Portugal, Italy, Norway,
Iceland, Simplified Chinese

Technical Specifications
Format: 23 x 20 cm
Pages: 26
Retail price: 16,50 €
Age group: 3 and up

A wide variety of movable features (flaps, wheels, comb, tabs to pull…) bring an
authentic interactive experience even to the youngest readers.
Mon livre animé des sports d’hiver
In 12 double pages, this non-fiction pop-up book invites young children to discover, step by step, winter sports and the ski station. By directly addressing the
reader, this book allow a personal discovery through many animated features:
driving the snowplough around the parking lot and the groomer on the ski
slopes, get the tiny skier out of the ski kindergarten’s tunnel, make the instructor bend his knees, slide the door of the gondola lift, push the skier forward on
the button lift when the light is green, etc. Living in a ski resort is now possible
for 3 to 8-years-olds!

MILAN

Illustrated by Didier Balicevic
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L’espace
Illustrated by Géraldine Krasinski

With twelve double pages, this non-fiction pop-up book invites children to discover the conquest of space. It directly addresses the reader, who enters into
the space adventure through a generous number of animated features: pilot the
moon module to land on the moon; twirl the astronaut who’s training in a multiaxis seat, float him around in the weightless atmosphere; drive the shuttle on
the space station; discover what they keep in the hold of the shuttle… with lots
of movement and illustrations, life in space becomes accessible to 3-8 year-olds.

La nature
Illustrated by Ninie

In 12 double pages: the park, the vegetable garden, the orchard, the weather forecast, spring, summer, autumn, winter, the forest, protecting nature at
home…). This book is an invitation to children to get to know nature better, step
by step. Addressing the readers directly, it draws them into a new world where
they will discover all about Nature. But especially, unlike more traditional nonfiction, this book encourages its readers to do something: use the activities to
gain better understanding, act in order to anticipate and learn.

Noël
Illustrated by Deborah Pinto

This book is an invitation to children to prepare Christmas. All the different events
to leave before the famous day. A moment to share with parents in order to prepare to welcome Santa Claus!
Animations and surprises will enreach this exciting moment.

Le corps Humain
Illustrated by Didier Balicevic

Discover the human body in twelve double pages. ‘Lift’ the skin to see the skull and
discover how the blood circulates, identify the different emotions and their physical
demonstrations, flex the muscles, turn on a radio, play with the five senses…

Paris
Illustrated by Emmanuel Ristord

MILAN

Visit Paris In twelve double pages. Lift a flap to discover the underground catacombs, take the little cable car up to Montmartre, turn on the Stravinsky fountain
in front of Beaubourg, switch on the lights at the Eiffel Tower, play hide and seek
among Buren’s columns… no danger of getting lost with the big folding map at
the end of the book!
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La mer
Book of the Sea with Animated Features
Illustrated by Ninie

In 12 double pages, this book invites children to get to know the sea, step by
step. Addressing young readers directly, it draws them into a whole new world to
discover. The text always starts out with the child and his or her daily life, before
going on to explain the sea. What can they catch in it? How can the child’s possible anxiety (bathing for the first time, what’s the bottom of the sea like?...) be
soothed?

L’école maternelle
Illustrated by Ninie

In 12 double pages : in the morning, before school/parents say goodbye/ workshops/ the toilets/ lunch time/ the dormitory/ playtime/parents’ return - time to
go home), this book shows life at school, step by step. Speaking directly to the
young readers, it introduces them into this new world they will soon discover for
themselves:

Châteaux forts
Illustrated by Julie Mercier

In 12 double pages, a step-by-step discovery of life in a fortified castle. Addressing readers directly, this book involves them in the learning process with a multitude of movable features: make the archer shoot between the crenellations,
explore the castle’s rooms, lift the drawbridge, dress the knight in his shining
armour and animate the battle, take part in an attack on the castle …

Garages et voitures
Illustrated by Olivier Latyk

In 12 double pages, a step-by-step discovery of the world of automobiles. Addressing readers directly, the book involves them in the learning process with a multitude of movable features: lift the hood of the car, take out the damaged engine,
tow the car away after a break-down, turn the steering wheel, use the warning
lights, change the wheels of a Formula 1 racing car…
All the fascinating life of the automobile adapted to children from 3 to 6 years-old!

La ferme
Illustrated by Hélène Convert

MILAN

In 12 double pages, a step-by-step discovery of the farm and all its activities.
Addressing readers directly, the book involves them in the learning process with a
multitude of movable features: open the barn doors, feed and wash the animals,
make apple juice, tend to the vegetable patch, then the orchard… The scenario is
a school visit to a teaching farm. All the excitement of life on the farm adapted to
children from 3 to 6 years-old!
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Mon premier gâteau
d’anniversaire
By Anne-Sophie Baumann,
ill. by Hélène Convert
You can bake just like a grown-up!
Blending, mixing, beating eggs… kiddies can
manipulate the animations to create their first
birthday cake.
Key points
All animations are designed to develop young children’s motor skills.
Convincing features imitate the real movements.
Vocabulary for all the actions, ingredients and utensils involved.
A sure-fire recipe that children can use to make a cake with mum or
dad

beating eggs

Format: 210 x 240 mm
Pages: 8
14 animations
Retail price: 13,99 €
Age group: 2 and up
Rights Sold
Belgium, The Netherlands, Italy,
English (Worldwide)

mixing the flour
Tourbillon

•
•
•
•

Technical Specifications
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Ma première boîte à outils
by Anne-Sophie Baumann,
ill. by Virginie Graire

With a tool box specially designed for them, tiny
tots can cut out, saw, file, smooth, screw and
nail... At the end of the book, they discover the
nest box they built, without even knowing!
Key points :
• T he first title in the series, Mon premier Ordinateur, was a great
success.
• More than 20 pieces to move around easily. Kiddies learn the
vocabulary of the handyman, tools and their different uses... without
hurting themselves!
• A book that’s interactive, robust, adapted to little hands and
extremely enjoyable.

Technical Specifications
Format: 190 x 210 mm
Pages: 8 pages
Flap and die-cuts pieces
Retail Price : 12,95 €
Age group: 2 and up
Rights sold
Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands,
English (worldwide)

Interactive
surprises

Flaps to lift

Tourbillon

Wheels
to turn
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Mon petit ordinateur

by Anne-Sophie Baumann, ill by Marion Billet
“I want to do just what Mommy does” is every
child’s refrain.

And when work is done, kids can pack up and
grab the book by its sturdy integrated handle...
and take it off to be.

Technical Specifications
Format : 190 x 210 mm
Pages : 10
Description:
Board book pages with handle and
movable features on each page
Retail Price: 13€
Age group: 2 and up

Rights sold
English (worldwide), Italian,
Belgium, The Netherlands

Tourbillon

And when Mommy (or Daddy) is working on the
computer, little one can too with this delightful
laptop-shaped book filled with tabs, flaps, and
interactive surprises which gently teach first
concepts while providing maximum play-value.
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Les petits doigts qui dansent
By Claire Zucchelli-Romer
Imagine kiddies’ fingers becoming little characters to
animate!
That’s the idea of this book, designed like a dance
floor! Children are invited to manipulate the book
and move their fingers.
Poetic and beautifully designed, this book - where
play is the key word - develops motor skills and
stimulates children’s imagination.

Technical specifications
Format: 170 x 170 mm
Pages: 26,
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 1 and up

Key points
•
•
•
•

A concept that is entertaining and educational.
Debossed shapes on each page
Movements evolve from simple to complex
Simple design with fluorescent colors

Rights sold
English (worldwide)

Content
On each page, simple debossed shapes in fluorescent colors: lines, circles, zigzags, spirals and whirlpools invite the young reader to set their fingers in motion
and dance, following simple visual instructions. As the pages turn, the little fingers jump, spin, wave, run, crisscross and chase each other…
All the motor skills are solicited here to awaken the infant’s awareness and help
them situate in space.
A poetic, visually stimulating promenade of the senses.

When she was young, Claire already cut colored paper. Now, she designs and creates
stories. She lives his childhood in a family of painters, where she sharpened her eyes
and stimulates the thirst for discovery. She became a doctor. She has three children.
She creates CYZRCREA with Y. Romer and began drawing cartoons and visual art. She is
passionate about creating books: game book, book-object sculpture book pop-up paper,
book-poem. She believes in the power of books to discover the world.

MILAN
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Percussion pop-up
By Claire Zucchelli-Romer
Beat the drum? Yes, but please beat in time to the
rhythm! Percussion is all about music, a book/
instrument that you scratch on, pull, and generally
create sounds. A new kind of pop-up, not to be
missed!
Key Points
• A magnificent pop-up book with a difference that combines
technique, design and the pleasure of the senses.
• Pop-ups to beat, tap, scratch or activate to create rhythms and
sounds.
• An original idea that will please all ages, from 5 to 99!

Technical specifications
Format: 200 x 200 mm
Pages: 16,
Retail price: 19.90€
Age group: 5 and up

Content
Music and paper – that’s what this pop-up book consists of. It all starts on the cover:
you strike it with your fingers, like a tambourine. You’re off to a good start! As you turn
the pages, the pop-ups pop up – a real festival. Paper disks to tap on, a ’Flup tree’ to
scratch, splashes to activate, cymbals with elastic to ping… A book full of visual and musical surprises right to the end: sweep your hand over a rainbow coloured fan for a splendid
finale…

When she was young, Claire already cut colored paper. Now, she designs and creates
stories. She lives his childhood in a family of painters, where she sharpened her eyes
and stimulates the thirst for discovery. She became a doctor. She has three children.
She creates CYZRCREA with Y. Romer and began drawing cartoons and visual art. She is
passionate about creating books: game book, book-object sculpture book pop-up paper,
book-poem. She believes in the power of books to discover the world.
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Souffle !
By Claire Zucchelli
A simple and innovating concept: blow on the pages
to set the features in motion: wind roses start
turning, leaves swirl around a tree … Each double
page presents the theme of the wind and seasons,
inviting the child to add poetry to play.
Key Points:

Technical specifications
Format: 200 x 200 mm
Pages: 32
Retail price: 14,90 €
Age group: 3 and up

• C
 lever interactivity based on an innovating principle: blowing on the
pages to set off the moving features.
• A poetic and enjoyable promenade in the breezes of the four seasons.
The simplicity of the clever concept gives this beautiful little book all
its force.
• Watch this author! After this book comes another with clever moving
features illustrating the principle of ‘sound’. Each double page spread
is transformed into a musical instrument…
Content
A book that comes to life when the child blows on the pages. On each double spread, a
scene to be set in movement and discovered by the reader: pretty pennants flapping on a
cord, flowers in the shape of the lovely wind rose, reeds rustling on the river bank, leaves
falling from a tree, dancing snowflakes, winds uniting in a coloured whirlwind.
Even on the cover, the principle is clear: the title is written on strips of paper pinned onto
cords that move and produce sound when the child blows on them. The movements are
varied: wheels turn, pop-ups, threads stretched out, a paper spiral illustrates the principle of the worm drive…
No need to explain to young readers, they’ll know what to do! The clarity and logic of the
animations invite intuitive participation; the reader is guided by the pleasure of surprise
discoveries and animating the book’s special effects.
Author

MILAN

Claire Zucchelli
As a child, she was already cutting up coloured paper, drawing and creating stories.
Brought up in a family of painters, her observation was sharpened and her curiosity developed. She became a doctor. She had three children. She created CYZRCREA with Yves
Romer and began elaborating animations and visual art objects. Her passion is making
books: games books, object-books, sculpture-books, pop-up books, poem-books. She
believes in the force of books to let
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The Black & White series
Because toddlers only notice very contrasting
shapes at first, the picture book series
Black&White has been specifically designed for
them.
The illustrator, Xavier Deneux, has produced
elegant images composed of gentle pleasing
shapes for this new collection!
Key points
• A
 pleasure to handle: all-boards books with a foam-lined cover,
contains elements that produce a sound, etc.
• A surprise on every page: a touch of colour, a die-cut, a flap
that makes a noise when opening…
• Entertaining picture books for tiny-tots who are learning
their first words
• Xavier Deneux adds gentle illustrations, with a style of his own

5 Titles Available
Mes Animaux
Mon Cirque
Au Dodo les Animaux
Mes Animaux plush set
Mes rêves

250 000 copies
sold
worldwide

Mes animaux tout doux
A black and white picture book to better observe nocturnal animals. Beautiful materials
to to awaken the senses and arouse the curiosity of the very young.
The highly contrasted black and white images are easier to read for the very young.
• A
 book that encourages the child’s sensorimotor development and the acquisition
of a basic animal vocabulary.
• An entertaining book, with clearly readable black and white pictures.

Technical specifications

• Poetic and sensitive.

Format : 170 x 170 mm
Pages: 6 spreads
Age group: 12 months and up
Retail Price: 13,95 €

Not a sound, cat and
mouse, in the greenery...

Rights Sold

Black, short fur
on the cat
the panda plays with
the butterflies...

Norway, Sweden, Finland, Italy,
Belgium, The Netherlands,
Spanish (Worldwide), English
(Worldwide)

Tourbillon

White
flocking on
the mouse
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Mes rêves
Following the success of Mes animaux, Xavier Deneux adds a book to the Black &
White series: lovely visual surprises in store around the
themes of light and darkness. Young readers will see different things when they look
at the book in daylight or at night, under the bedcovers … then they’ll see the Moon
appear, fireflies, stars, a window lit up in the night…
Board Book • 16 x 16 cm • 8 double spread pages • silver and glow in the dar inks • Foam-lined
cover • 11,65 E

Mes animaux - My Animals
Board Book - with a Plush!
16 x 16 cm
20 pages
Foam-lined cover
19,95 E

Xavier Deneux
Un premier imagier des animaux.
Le fort contraste du noir et blanc
stimule l’éveil visuel des tout-petits.
Sur chaque page, les découpes apportent
un jeu de devinette et permettent
de tourner les pages facilement.

Un livre tout en poésie de Xavier Deneux.
10,95 e
ISBN : 979-1-02760-099-1

n livr

u

avec
des
découpes

e

© 2007, Éditions Tourbillon,
10 rue Rémy-Dumoncel, 75014 Paris - France.
Conforme à la loi n°49-956 du 16 juillet 1949
sur les publications destinées à la jeunesse.
Nouvelle édition © 2015
Dépôt légal : mai 2015
1er tirage : 05.15 • Imprimé en Chine
www.editions-tourbillon.fr

Board Book & plush set

Rights Sold
Spain, Latin America, Sweden,
Norway, The Netherlands,
Belgium, Korea, Japan, Italy,
Portugal, Brazil, China, English
(Worldwide)

Mon cirque - My Circus
Board Book
16 x 16 cm
20 pages
Foam-lined cover
9,05 E

Board Book
Rights Sold

Au dodo les animaux - Bedtime

Mes petits animaux

Format: 16 x 16 cm
Cloth Book
With noisy flaps
Retail price: 14,95 E

Format: 160 x 160 mm
Pages: 6
Retail price: 10,99 €
Age group: 6 months and up

Tourbillon

Mes petits animaux

Spain, USA, UK,
Belgium, Japan, Brazil,
China, Korea, Latin America

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com

www.bayard-rights.com

Novelty

Super Totam
Ill. by Xavier Deneux
In the jungle, in the depths, or in the air, Totam,
the youngest readers’ hero, loves disguises and
animation!
Key Points:
• Children develop their imagination, learn vocabulary and develop fine
motor skills.
• Lots of animated features, robust and easy to manipulate
• Xavier Deneux’s tender and affective illustrations
• Thick flaps, big tabs, solid sliding features

Technical specifications
Format: 185 x 225 mm
Pages: 8
Retail price: 12,99 €
Age group: 3 and up
Rights sold

Contents

Spanish (Spain), Catalan,
English (world), italian, Japanese

In a game of super-hero peekaboo, Totam removes his disguise to show his face. As a
knight, he brandishes his sword through the air; as an astronaut, he spins around in
space; as a frog man, he plays hide-and-seek with the fish… On each page, the little
rabbit makes movements that cause surprises: as young children activate the moving
features, they identify with the character and its action. Children become totally involved
in stories that can be developed and animated at will!

The illustrator

Tourbillon

Xavier Deneux lives and works in Paris. After going to Art School in Paris and graduating
from ESAG, he worked as graphic designer making posters and decors. Today, he spends
more time on children’s books, especially for the youngest readers.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com
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Early Years
NEW

Mes premiers mots
à toucher series
by Xavier Deneux
What a wonderful way for youngest learners to
explore their world in a hands-on, multi-sensory way!
Mes premiers mots à toucher - Les véhicules
Learning is easier and much more fun using hands-on activities and the sense of touch.
Children will make this picture book their very own thanks to the materials used, and learn
the vocabulary more easily thanks to the multiple sensations produced by technical effects.
Enrich vocabulary to make yourself understood better
Discover the world to understand it better
Develop the sense of touch
Autobus :
Quadri

un autobus
INTERIEUR_MotToucher-Véhicules.indd 14-15

09/02/2016 18:34

Mes premiers mots à toucher

Le vocabulaire des saisons
avec des mots simples du quotidien.
Conforme à la loi n°49.956 du 16 juillet 1949
sur les publications destinées à la jeunesse.
ISBN : 979-1-02760-054-0
Dépôt légal : juin 2015
1er tirage : 06.15
Imprimé en Chine

9,99 euros
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Mes premiers mOtS

à toucher des SAISONS

SAISONS
res
iè

Des matières à toucher pour suivre une année,
de la saison la plus froide
quand les vêtements tiennent chaud,
à celle où la chaleur pousse bébé à jouer dans l’eau.

Mes premiers

mOtS
à toucher des

Xavier Deneux

A charming board book that incorporates classic, high-quality touch-and-feel elements in
a baby-friendly word book format.
Mes premiers
mOtS
Whether it’s touching the soft fuzzy fur of a little puppy or feeling the rough
texture of a
à toucher des
SAISONS
chick’s newly hatched shell, each image will immediately capture the attention
of the very
youngest child, stimulating inquisitiveness and an understanding of essential concepts.

ISBN 979-1-02760-054-0

© Éditions Tourbillon
10 rue Rémy-Dumoncel,
75014 Paris - France.
www.editions-tourbillon.fr

Xavier Deneux

Technical Specifications

A book that encourages the child’s sensorimotor development and the acquisition of
basic everyday vocabulary on the basic notions: seasons.
An entertaining picture book wiuth clear, uncluttered illustration that young children can
easily understand.

Rights Sold
The Netherlands, Belgium,
Norway, Italy, Portugal,
English (Worldwide), Spain
(Castillan), Catalan

Tourbillon

Mes premiers mots à toucher des saisons

Format : 190 x 200 mm
Pages : 10
Material to touch
Cloth cover, rounded corners
Retail price : 9,99 E

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com
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Early Years

Les imagiers gigognes
BLANCHE-NEIGE

by Xavier Deneux

BLANCHE-NEIGE
LE CHAT BOTTÉ

Milan expands its tactile creations with a new series
of early awareness books for 3 year-olds and up.

Xavier Deneux

Shapes in relief are presented face-to-face with their
hollowed-out version in a picture book that offers a new
approach to sensorial discovery.
The play appeal is immediate, the concept is clear
and simple, the visual impact is undeniable… all the
ingredients for a new way to ‘look at’ pictures!
At the outset, this new series of picture books is based
on a simple concept using embossed and debossed shapes
facing each other in the book and fitting into each other
perfectly when the book is closed.

LES TROIS PETITS COCHONS
Xavier Deneux

Technical Specifications
New Classic Tales Series
Format: 200 x 180 mm
Pages: 18
Retail Price: 13,90 €
Age Group: 3 and up
Rights Sold
Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands,
Swedish, Spanish (Worldwide),
Catalan, Danish

MILAN

GIGOGNES

LES TROIS PETITS COCHONS

LES CONTES

www.editionsmilan.com

The «Gigognes» series continues its exploration of the world by
offering new adaptations of traditional tales. Elements embossed
are placed face-to-face with the equivalent hollowed-out shape, first
stories told with a sensorial dimension.

© 2014 éditions Milan – 300, rue Léon-Joulin, 31101 Toulouse Cedex 9, France.
Droits de traduction et de reproduction réservés pour tous les pays. Toute reproduction, même partielle, de cet ouvrage est
interdite. Loi 49.956 du 16 juillet 1949 sur les publications destinées à la jeunesse. Dépôt légal : 3e trimestre 2014. Imprimé en Chine.

Classic Tales Series

-:HSMHOF=^[^XZY:

A range of series that offers a unique
type of interactivity between child and book.

650.000 copies
sold worlwide

13,90€ • ISBN : 978-2-7459-6935-4

An aesthetic and sensorial delight with
obvious educational value.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com
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Early Years
Core Series: Notions
Key points
•
•
•
•

A real feeling of something new in this series
Pages that turn with shapes to fit into the hollow opposite
The concept of this series is ideal for learning basic notions
Aesthetic enjoyment and the emotion of discovery

Technical Specifications
Case bound
Format : 190 x 190 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group : 3 and up
Rights Sold
USA, English (Worldwide), Spain
(Worldwide), Basque, Italy,
Germany, Belgium
The Netherlands, Japan,
Finland, Denmark,
Iceland, Norway, China

Board Book Series
After four first titles devoted to basic notions for the very young, the
series continue in a smaller format, ideal for first discoveries, sujects
such as Animals, food, transports, etc.

MON PETIT MARCHÉ
Xavier Deneux

Key points
• A
 n enjoyable aesthetic experience and an excellent learning tool for less
than 10 e.
• An attractive price to let the widest possible public get to know the series.
• As the pages of this picture book turn, the shapes fit into each other.
• A beautiful object, a delight to discover.
La petite ferme

Mon petit marché

Technical Specifications
Board Book
Format: 170 x 170 mm
Pages: 8
Retail Price: 9,90 €
Age Group: 3 and up
Rights sold

9 Titles Available
Chez moi
Les transports
La petite ferme
Mon petit marché
Mes petits héros
Ma petite savane
Mes petits métiers
Mes bébés animaux
Mes petites bêtes

Swedish, Belgium,
The Netherlands, Italy, Germany,
Spain (Catalan, Castillan),
English (Worldwide), Japan,
Norway, Finland, Danish

MILAN

les petits pois

Bayard Group
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Early Years
Abécédaire - Alphabet book (Bilingual)
The «Gigogne» series, poetic and delicate, continues to grow as it
keeps close to the interests of the very young with this alphabet book.
Exceptional format, letters in relief on one side that fit into words in
counter-relief on the opposite page, for a new, sensorial approach to
the alphabet.
Key points

Content
Xavier Deneux brings us a new, unclassifiable take on the alphabet book.
Each letter is placed in a setting with poetry and delicacy, to inspire curiosity.
Young children will plunge eagerly into the discovery of this fundamental lesson.
The simplicity of the graphics is striking for the early reader, who can clearly identify each letter.
The contour in relief stands out from the page, inviting little fingers to touch
the contours each character for better memorisation. Directly opposite, a word
with illustration in counter-relief echoes each letter, giving it life and meaning.
An authentic tool, yet toy-like, almost magical, skilfully produced and robust;
children can explore the book without fear of breaking it.

Technical Specifications
Format: 205 x 265 mm
Pages: 30
Retail price: 25 €
Age group: 3 and up
Rights sold
English (Worldwide), Spanish,
Catalan

MILAN

• Irresistibly attractive object whose pedagogical qualities are evident.
• A first in this interactive series, well-known and respected in the kiddies’
market.
• A truly unusual book with a play approach to basic acquisitions.
• A first experience – this alphabet book really feels new.
• Letters that turn around like shapes to fit in.
• Attractive object, source of an authentic emotion of discovery.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com
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Early Years
Wall Art Set
The «Gigogne» series, with its unmistakable graphic impact, now
includes decorative Wall Art frames, with poetry and delicacy.
Key points

Content
The fantasy and subtle aesthetics of the Gigogne series now enters into children’s bedrooms. These three panels, showing the animals of the Savanna, follow the same principle as the books, with shapes in relief and counter-relief.
A modern triptych with lively colours that will attract girls and boys in equal measure.
An ideal gift to make the very young dream, and, most probably, older children
too.

Technical Specifications
Format: 360 x 180 mm
Pages: 3
Retail price: 18 €
Age group: 3 and up

MILAN

• 3
 Wall Art frames with animals of the Savannah, a favourite theme of the
very young.
• Attractive packaging and skilful, robust production
• A hook on the back of each panel to facilitate hanging on the wall
• Ideal gift for boys and girls
• A modern object that comes in response to parents’ demands for decoration
specifically for children.
• Immediate aesthetic impact for subtle, graphic decoration

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com
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Early Years

Petit à petit
by Xavier Deneux
Growing up is a step-by-step construction.
By observing others and the world around us, we
prepare to take flight when our time comes.
Here, there are no pretend effects - the removable
pieces build the story.
A universal story, of course: that of life.
Key Points
• A
 story the young reader builds little by little, thanks to the
removable features printed on both sides.
•  A book that has much in common with hands-on games: jig-saw
puzzles and shape boxes.
•  Exceptionally high standard of production, robust for the youngest
fingers to manipulate.
• A visual and poetic allegory about life and childhood.
• The simple, easy-to-understand geometric shapes are perfectly
adapted for the very young.
• A lovely story to tell, warm and moving, to help children grow up.

Technical specifications
Format: 210 x 210 mm
Pages: 18
Retail price: 14,90 €
Age group: 2 and up
Rights sold
English (worlwide), Spain,
Latin America, Belgium, Italy,
Japan, Portugal, Taïwan,
The Netherlands, Catalan,
Basque

Content

MILAN

It’s the story of a bird that lands on the earth and watches a tree grow.
It finds refuge in the tree, and a friend to keep it company. Together, they build
their nest which soon shelters three pretty little eggs. The fledglings hatch. Now
they are a family, they laugh, eat and sing together, and they grow... until one day
they are big enough to leave the nest. To fly away, watched by the older birds so
that they too can land on the earth one day, and everything will begin again.
Growing up, step-by-step; enjoy child’s eye view of the world.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com
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Novelty
Illustrator:

MILAN

Xavier Deneux has illustrated several titles for Milan, in the series “Livres tissu”,
“Docus à toucher” and “Contes et comptines à toucher”, as well as selections of
nursery rhymes to sing.
He is the illustrator of the new picture book series: “Les Imagiers gigognes”. He
also works with many other publishers of young children’s books.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
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Novelty
NEW
Avec plus de 30 matières et 150 mots,

ce grand imagier accompagnera l’enfant sur
le chemin du langage. Une pédagogie ludique
et interactive pour développer son vocabulaire.

By Xavier Deneux

MON GRAND

IMAGIER

Xavier
Deneux

Mon grand imagier à toucher

30

MATIÈRES
150 MOTS

À TOUCHER

Illustré par
Xavier Deneux

Milan’s classic is available once again, offering young
children much more than a picture book! From page
to page and universe to universe, this is an authentic
little encyclopedia enhanced by 30 different materials
to let the very young discover the world around them.
© 2010 pour la première édition © 2016 pour la présente édition.

Éditions Milan, 1, rond-point du Général-Eisenhower, 31101 Toulouse Cedex 9, France.

18,90 €

Droits de traduction et de reproduction réservés pour tous les pays. Toute reproduction, même partielle,
de cet ouvrage est interdite. Loi 49.956 du 16 juillet 1949 sur les publications destinées à la jeunesse.
Dépôt légal : 4e trimestre 2016. Imprimé en Chine.

ma journée

le repas

les transports

ISBN : 978-2-7459-8226-1
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les animaux

editionsmilan.com

A must for kiddies to observe, feel, and enrich their
vocabulary!
Key points
• 100 000 copies sold since the first publication in 2015
• The author’s reputation
• 30 materials to touch and feel

Technical specifications
Format: 247 x 247 mm
Pages: 24
Retail price: 18,90 €
Age group: 2 and up

Rights Sold
English (worldwide)
Spanish (world), Catalan,
Dutch, Flemish, Estonian

Content
This picture book is constructed like a collection of young children’s favorite themes: animals, transports, habits, food… but it also encourages them to develop
their observation, speech and sense of touch.
Observe – the warm, brightly colored illustrations. Learn new words, thanks
to the captions enriching all the illustrations of daily life. Finally, their sense of
touch, thanks to the 30 varied materials to discover with their fingertips: feathery
down, scales, velvet, board, fur… A real tactile experience! Moreover, sensory
exploration stimulates memorization.
About the author

MILAN

Xavier Deneux has illustrated several books for Milan, including cloth books, books in
the ‘Docus à toucher’ and the ‘Contes et comptines à toucher’ series, collections of nursery rhymes to sing … he is the illustrator of our new picture book series: ‘Les Imagiers
gigognes’. He works for many children’s publishers.

Bayard Group
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Early years
NEW

L’abécédaire de Monsieur Bear
Illustrated by Virginie Aracil
Alligator, Bee, Baobab, Indian, Piano, Bear, Spaghetti,
Cloud… more than 160 words illustrated in a
humorous picture book that kids will love.
Key Points
• A
 big, brightly coloured picture book from the exhilarating ‘pop’
universe of Virginie Aracil.
• A modern design encourages 3-6 year-olds to discover letters and
words,
• A big format and a soft cuddly cover (padded),
• L’ABC de Monsieur Bear: N°1 App in the kiddies’ App store in several
countries. Downloaded 300,000 times in France!
Contents

Technical specifications
Format: 250x340 mm
Pages: 58
Retail price: 16,90 €
Age group: 3 and up
Rights sold
English (worldwide)

Mister who? Mister Bear of course! Fresh from the fertile imagination of illustrator Virginie
Aracil, Mister Bear is a mischievous little bear who’ll teach your children letters, sounds
and words in a bright, exciting universe.
The illustrator

bayard

A graduate of the Ecole supérieure de la mode in Paris, Virginie Aracil made her debut in
textiles. She designs children’s collections for the Galleries Lafayette.
With Edition Coq en pâte, she created her own brand in 2002 and produced cloth books,
bags, T-shirts and bio satchels. That’s where Mr. Bear was born, but he now lives in an
app (Europa Apps) and of course Bayard Editions, where this magnificent ABC was created.

Bayard Group
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Early Years

Des imagiers à picorer
At last, a non-fiction book series that doesn’t take
itself too seriously! Facts to peck at and laugh-outloud gags make these books about hens and wolf the
only one of its kind!
Key points
•
•
•
•
•
•

An all-boards book that can be read again and again.
Fascinating facts for children to savour at their leisure.
A mixture of genres makes learning easy and pleasurable.
Short sentences with the dynamism of one-liner jokes.
Lively and amusing illustrations.
Humour that children and parents can enjoy together!

Le loup
A zany non-fiction book based on just one animal: the wolf. Studied closely, but always
with humour. The contrast between text and pictures excites children’s curiosity and will
certainly charm adults too.
The accumulation of sequences in this book will make kiddies want to read and read
again. An inventory - entertaining but factual – about an animal that’s familiar to all
children.

Technical specifications
Format: 150 x 150
Pages: 96
Retail price: 10,90 €
Age group: 2 and up
Rights sold
China

La poule
A zany non-fiction book focusing on just one animal: the hen. Here, it is studied in great
detail, but always with a zest of humour! The constant contrast between the factual texts
and the funny pictures stimulates children’s curiosity.
The succession of episodes makes this a book children want to read again and again. An
entertaining and instructive inventory of facts about an animal well-known to all children.
Dip into the pages skipping from one fact to another, stop to giggle at the jokes and ask
questions, come across a nursery rhyme and a bit of word play and meet up with characters
from traditional tales!
Sur le perchoir, c’est

l’heure de la sieste.

Laurent Simon, a graduate of the Ecole Émile-Cohl, lives in Lyon. He works for the
publishers Hélium and NordSud and for children’s press. Laurent also works for advertising, draws bird’s eye maps, designs posters…

MILAN

About the author
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Early Years

Imagier, Imagine
By Ingela P. Arrhenius
A board book that lets your imagination run away
with you!
Key Points

Technical Specifications

• Active reading means the child is invited to mime the actions
• The tempting volume of a big thick book
• Up to the minute Swedish graphics, unique in the category of
children’s picture books

Format: 150 x 150 mm
Pages: 52
Board Book
Retail price: 10,99 €
Age group: 1 and up

Content

Rights sold

A picture book with adorable cats in scenes from daily life, easy for children to identify
with.
Cats that sing, cats munching food, cats running, cats listening to the birds chirping…
These little felines get up to things that make the pictures tell a story, inviting the child to
ask questions, mime and feel what they discover.

Italy

Learning Notions
Learning words (speaking) associated actions (doing) by placing young readers in a situation. Enriches children’s vocabulary. Gaining understanding of the world around them
About the illustrator
Ingela P. Arrhenius is a Swedish illustrator who lives in Stockholm. She has always loved
drawing and all things printed. She was profoundly inspired by her parents: her mother
created silver jewellery and her father collected artistic objects and film posters.
Today, as well as an illustrator for children’s books, she creates decorative objects to
embellish the table, posters and figurines.
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Early Years

Oh! Oh! Oh! Series
by Hervé Tullet
A new series of all-boards books by Hervé Tullet,
a variety of stories to read aloud, sharing playful
moments of pleasure with tiny tots!
Key Points
• A
 series based on Hervé Tullet’s reading workshops.
• Imagination and interactivity: Hervé Tullet has become a reference in
the world of books for the very young.
Contents

J’arrive !
Vroom, vroom... A car drives from one point to another. Yet this very simple ministory has lots of twists and turns! With illustrations that get bigger all the time
and corresponding onomatopoeic sounds, a genuine feeling of suspense is
created – right up to the emotional climax!
Petit ou grand ?
Mmm... yum yum... A big fish that swims along gobbling up little fishes, getting
bigger and bigger all the time. Up to the point where… This mini-story may be
simple but it’s full of surprises! With illustrations that get bigger all the time and
corresponding onomatopoeic sounds, a genuine feeling of suspense is created –
right up to the emotional climax!

Technical Specifications
Format: 220 x 150
Pages: 20, All board books
Retail Price: 9,90 €
Age group: 1 and up
Rights sold

bayard

Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands,
Spanish (Spain),
Catalan, China, Poland, Portugal
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Early Years
NEW

Let’s Steps Series
An original non-fiction book series for the very young.
The first double-page spreads presents all the
animals in single file, with die-cuts so that children
can identify them.
Amusing information, simple questions encourage
the child to observe, memorize and develop a healthy
curiosity.
An all-board picture books, adapted to little hands.
Petites bêtes et gros animaux
By Peggy Nille

Petites voitures et gros camions
By Patrick Morize
Technical specifications
Format: 240 x 140 mm
Pages: 14
A board-book with die-cut
shapes pages
Retail price: 7,99 €
Age group: 2 and up

Petites faim et gros appétit
By Peggy Nille

4 titles available
Petites bêtes et gros animaux
Petites voitures et gros camions
Petits et gros engins du chantier
Petite faim et gros appétit

Rights Sold
Basque, Italy, English (Worlwide)

Tourbillon

Petits et gros engins de chantier
By Peggy Nille
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Early Years

Bonne nuit!
Illustrated by Soledad Bravi
A game that will keep everyone smiling, lots of hugs
and kisses to say Goodnight!
All you have to do is find a nice word and give a
goodnight kiss to match.
‘Goodnight sweetheart! A little kiss where the heart
beats!’
‘Goodnight, my shrimp – Five little Eskimo ‘kisses’ –
rubbing noses!’
‘Goodnight, my little flea – seven kisses jumping from
one part of the face to another’

Technical Specifications
Format: 165 x 127 mm
A box with 19 cards
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 9 months and up
Rights Sold
Italian

19 words of affection and 19 kisses (cards) to take
with you everywhere.
Key points
• A
 special edition to celebrate 10 years success of Bonne nuit ! (more
than 3 000 sales per year).
• A bed time ritual that’s full of fun and affection!
• Bonne nuit ! : 46 delighted readers’ comments on Amazon.
• ‘It is now indispensable before going to sleep, and what’s more, it’s
absolutely adorable!’
Ilustrator
Soledad Bravi is a graduate of ESAG. She worked in advertising before switching to the
press and publishing. Her books have been published by L’école des loisirs and Marabout
(Les paresseuses series).

bayard

Cards
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Early Years

Coucou caché
by Emiri Ayashi
An interactive picture book.
The child transforms the picture by lifting the
flap.
Oseras-tu chatouiller le loup? - Your turn to play
On the flap : Blow on the feather...
Lift the flap: Oh, it flies away!
On the flap : What is that big fat ball of hair?
Lift the flap: Not at all, Mr Bear ! I didn’t say you were fat!
On the flap : Don’t be afraid... why don’t you tickle the wolf?
Lift the flap: Oh no! The wolf doesn’t like being tickled!
De quelle couleur est le cochon? - Colors
On the flap Is a banana blue?
Under the flap No, it’s yellow!’ says the clown,
who’s wearing a a banana skin on his head like a hat.
On the flap What about the whale? Is it yellow ?
Under the flap No, silly, it’s blue!’
Unexpected objects and colours, to have fun while memorising the words.

Technical specifications
Format: 135 x 135 mm
Pages: 24 + 24 flaps
Retail price: 10,95 €
Age group: 2 and up
Rights sold
English (worldwide), Italy

Flap

Tourbillon

Flap
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Early Years

Les saisons de l’arbre
by Maryse Guittet

This uniquely shaped board book celebrates the cycle
of the year with a tree that blossoms in spring, bears
fruit in summer, sheds its leaves in fall, and cradles
snow in winter.
Young readers follow the passage of seasons in a
succession of spreads, each filled with simple text
and intriguing lift-the-flaps that reveal the many
creatures—from owls to bumblebees—who all find
shelter in the tree’s boughs.

Spring

Technical Specifications
Format : 180 x 170 mm
Pages : 6
Description: Board book pages
with 6 Pantone colours
Retail Price: 8,50€
Age group: 18 months and up
Rights sold
English (worldwide), Basque,
Sweden, Finland,
Norway, Serbia, Catalan

Summer

Autumn

Lift the flap

Winter

Tourbillon

Lift the flap
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Early Years

L’école des souris
By Marion Cocklico
An attractive, brightly coloured book with die-cuts!
Key points

Content
What do they do at Little Mouse School?
There’s an art workshop, a writing workshop, time for a tale, time for a nap, outdoor
games… a well-filled day for little mice who are happy to find their parents and recount
their fascinating day!

Technical Specifications
Format: 140 x 260 mm
Pages: 8
Retail price: 8,99 €
Age group: 24 months and up
Rights Sold
Basque

Tourbillon

• A book that takes the stress out of starting nursery school
• For kiddies to take with them just like holding a parent’s hand
• The entry into the school building is progressive and the discovery of
a school day is made stage by stage, room after room, thanks to the
flap-doors
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Early Years
new

Je t’aime gros comme ça
By Paul Martin, ill by Delphine Chedru
I Love You as strong as this! or how to say «I Love
You» with a lot of humor and poetry
I Love You Tons and Tons
I love you as strong as the sun…
As gently as a rhino…
As high as a ball
As joyfully as a hen on a bicycle…

Technical Specifications
Specifications
Technical
Format: 152
152 xx 152
152 mm
mm
Format:
Pages:
40
Pages: 40
Retail price:
price: 9,99
9,99 €
€
Retail
Age
group:
2
and
up
Age group: 2 and up

These ‘I love you’s’ get more and more precious as the
pages turn.
Poetic illustrations from Delphine Chedru.

Tourbillon

About the Authors
Paul Martin is an author of children’s books and a scenarist for comics. He lives in Lille.
Lille.
For Bayard, he has invented games and written ‘You are the hero’ books for the Astrapi
Astrapi
magazine.
Delphine Chedru studied at the Decorative Art School of Strasbourg. When she had
had her
her
first child, she decided to take up the venture of writing books for children. She enjoys
enjoys
writing happy stories with lots of fantasy and brightly coloured illustrations. Today a freefreelance graphic artist, she lives in Paris.

Bayard Group
Group
Press
Press -- Publishing
Publishing -- Internet
Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com
www.editions-tourbillon.com

www.bayard-rights.com
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Early years

Mes mots et moi
By Marie Odile Fordacq,
ill. by Peggy Nille
A picture book with fabric tabs that kiddies will
treasure.
With this book, babies learn their very first words!
Comforting, easy-to-read illustrations let babies put
words to things in the world around them.
A progressive approach follows the child’s evolution:
one word/one picture to start with, and as they grow,
pictures to be linked from one page to another and
description of the child’s day.

Technical Specifications
Format: 165 x 160 mm
Pages: 42
Retail price: 14,99 €
Age group: 18 months and up

Rights sold
Belgium, The Netherlands, Italy,
Spanish (Worldwide), English
(Worldwide), Catalan

Tourbillon

Cloth tabs divide the book into themed sections:
Baby - presenting the infant and the family
Friends - action, interaction and socialization
Outdoors - when baby goes out
Off to bed! - bedtime ritual

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com

www.bayard-rights.com

Early Years
new

Mes animaux et moi
By Virginie Aracil
A delicate picture book and a companion for babies
as they learn the vocabulary of animals all over the
world.
Key Points
• Second title in the series
• Top quality production
• Illustrations by Virginie Aracil, a well-known artist and designer

Technical specifications
Format: 155 x 160 mm
Page: 40
Retail price: 13,99 €
Age group: 3 and up

Content
Little tabs place the animals in their natural environment
• On grass, garden and field animals, little insects
• In the forest
• On the mountain
• At the sea
• Far off countries: exotic animals
Poetic scenes show the animals interacting.
Learning skills:
Awakening children’s curiosity
Acquisition of new vocabulary
Illustrator
Virginie Aracil

Tourbillon

After studying law in the delightful town of Aix en Provence, Virginie Aracil continued her studies at the Ecole Supérieure de Mode, specializing in children’s
fashion.
She graduated and continued to perfect her fashion drawing, design and multimedia skills through work experience, jobs in various Parisian houses, the press,
and trend agencies.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com
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Early Years
new

Flap Flap Notions
by Philip Giordano
With striking, modern graphics and heaps of fun,
this is the third series of ‘Flap flap’ books, little board
books with flaps to lift.

Philip
Giordano

Les contraires

This time, the focus is on learning basic skills with
‘opposites’ – colours, shapes and numbers.
Key Points:
• A
 competitive price
• A popular theme for early learning books
• Delightful illustrations from Philip Giordano, lively and full of fun.

Les couleurs

Philip
Giordano

Opposites
High/low, big/small, inside/outside, day/night, heavy/light…
On each page, a picture suggests a characteristic, a flap opens to reveal the
opposite. Learning with surprise effects and lots of humour!
Colours
Blue as the night sky, the grey mouse, poppy red or dandelion yellow, every
colour is illustrated by a familiar expression. Open the flap to find a surprise
associated with the colour.
Discover the colours with surprise effects and lots of humour!
Shapes

Numbers
One, two, three, ten, fifty… as the pages turn, we count the numbers… with a
surprise under the flap every time.
Illustrator
Philip Giordano is Italian, but he lives in Japan. He works for the press and children’s
books, animation and toy designing. In 2010, he won the illustration prize at the Bologna
International Children’s Book Fair.

Technical specifications
Format: 100 x 100 mm
Pages: 24
Boardbook with flaps
Retail price: 5,90 €
Age group: 1 and up
Rights sold
English (worldwide), China

MILAN

A triangle, a square or a circle, shapes are some of the first things children learn.
On each page, a shape is integrated into a setting, and a flap opens to reveal a
surprise.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com
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Early Years

Flap Flap
by Sylvie Bessard
A new series of board books for toddlers, attractively
stylish and fun to read. Lift the flaps to discover
nature and learn the first words about the garden and
the countryside.
Key points
• Nature – a flagship theme for awareness books for the very young
• An affordable price to tempt the casual shopper.
• Beautifully made: 24 laminated board pages, rounded corners and
24 mini-flaps.
Contents
Tiny Insects

The Seasons

The ant is so strong
The bee pollinates flowers
The maggot becomes a fly
The beetle can defend itself
The spider has eight eyes…
On each page, we discover an insect, its name
and what it is capable of!

The swallows return
The cherry tree is in flower
The cicada makes too much noise
The fledgling learns to fly
The maple loses its leaves
The grape ripens…
On each page, we discover how the weather
and the seasons affect nature!

The Farm
The rooster wakes everyone up
The hen has laid an egg
The tractor has broken down
The dog guides the flock
The cow gives us milk
The harvester has passed…
On each page, we learn about animals, farming
and jobs on the farm!

My Little Garden
The poppy opens its petals
The tomato plant grows from the soil
The wind blows away the dandelion
The horse chestnut drops a chestnut
The apple ripens
The daisy loses its petals…
On each page, we discover a flower, tree, fruit
or vegetable!

Technical specifications
Format: 70 mm x 70 mm
Board books with flaps
Pages: 24
Retail price: 3, 90€
Age group: 1 and up
Rights sold
Simplified Chinese

Sylvie Bessard (Nancy) has illustrated lots of books for Milan, including the
magnificent pop-up Paris, voyage animé au cœur de la Ville Lumière; Mes transports à toucher; Les Trois Petits Cochons; and several picture books: Mes années
pourquoi…

MILAN

Illustrator: Sylvie Bessard

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com
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Early Years

Ma petite bibliothèque
All tucked into a pretty cube, 5 little stories
that promise sweet dreams
Simple, poetic, each story can be told differently next
time. Totally accessible to children who
haven’t yet learned to read.
Key Points

10 Titles Available

• A
 n object in a miniature format, specially designed for little fingers:
with a cube, you can play at putting your books away;
with several cubes, you can build a tower!
• Ma toute petite bibliothèque: a highly successful collection
with 20 000 copies of the first cubes sold.

Fairy Tales
Funny Stories
My Favorite Colors
Polo Stories
I love you Mummy
I love you Dady
Little girl sof the 4 seasons
Goodnight, Toupetit!
Atchoum, Tchà
Pouët! Pouët! La petite bête
In my little museum

Rights Sold
My favorites colors
(worldwide) Spain, Israel

Pouët! Pouët!
La petite bête

Atchoum Tchà!

Little Girls of the 4 seasons

I love you dad and mummy
(worldwide) Spain

Technical Specifications
Format: 80 x 80 cm
Pages: 12
Retail price: 9,90 €
Age group: 2 and up

Dans mon petit musée...

Funny Stories

Fairy Tales

I love you Mummy - I love youDad

bayard

Good night, Toutpetit!

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
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Early Years

Mes premiers jeux
Fun to share with all the family!
These all-board books with fabric tabs let tiny tots
choose a shadow puppet show or their first story by
themselves.
Mes premiers jeux de doigts
Illustrated by Marie Paruit
With these finger games, kiddies make their hands and fingers dance and explore their
own faces. Their first nursery rhymes are easily memorised when associated with simple
gestures. Games and songs that parents and tots can enjoy together.
Mes premiers jeux de mains
Illustrated by Elisabeth Morais
A bird, a nest, a rabbit... games to play with their hands, shadow theatre that’s easy
for the very young. To gain control over movement and coordination while playing.

Playing with the hands improves:
• corporal expression (feeling the body and its limits)
• memorisation (repeating adult gestures then making them autonomously)
• motor skills (differentiating and moving each hand)

Technical specifications
Format: 180 x 180 mm
Pages: 12
Board book with 5 cloth tabs
Retail price: 7,50 €
Age group: 12 months and up
Rights sold
Italy

Tourbillon

Author: Marie Paruit was born in Lyon in1982. She studied for four years at the Ecole Cohl,
working as an illustrator for children’s magazines from the very moment she began her
studies. She has illustrated over 90 books, which have been published in 12 countries.
Her irresistible, colourful little animals can also be seen in the press, on stationery, children’s games and children’s articles.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com
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Activities

Petits jeux pour petits
doigts
By Sophie Ledesma
Rhymes and games to share with friends
Key Points
• High quality production.
• Cloth index tabs give the child a better command of the book.
• A new title in a series that’s already sold 20 000 copies!

Technical specifications
Format: 155 x 170 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 8,99 €
Age group: 2 and up

Content
A selection of nursery rhymes for little fingers to perform, thanks to simple instructions:
‘Hide, little Thumb! Here is my hand, my pinkie is the smartest!’
The cloth index tabs invite very young children to choose their first rhymes by themselves.
Playing with their fingers helps them memorise, improves motor skills and corporal
expression.
Early learning notions
•Corporal expression: feeling one’s body and its limits
•Memorisation: kids repeat the gestures made by an adult, then on their own
•Motor skills: differentiating between fingers and moving them one by one

Illustrator

Tourbillon

Graduate of the Ecole Supérieure d’Art Graphique in Paris, Sophie Ledesma is now a
textile designer for the children’s clothes brand ‘Du Pareil Au Même’. She also works as
an illustrator for corporate journals, advertising and publishing.
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Early Years

A la crèche
Chez la nounou
A series of ‘first time’ books for toddlers about the
about Kindergarten and the child minder. Through
a typical day, children from birth to 3 can now take
advantage of the reassurance it brings in a new
environment.
Key points
•
•
•
•

A subject rarely found in bookshops
Little dramatized scenes that are simple and easy to read
Develops toddlers’ power of observation and vocabulary
Large format guarantees the easy reading of images
2 Titles Available

Content
By reading about the daily lives of other children, young readers can find their
bearings and discuss things that worry or please them. The personalisation of
the characters helps readers identify with the scenes. Illustrated by the clear and
reassuring drawings of Nathalie Choux and Amélie Graux.

À la crèche
Chez la nounou

A la crèche
Discover what will be a day at the about Kindergarten: arriving, parents’ leaving,
development of life skills, indoor and outdoor awakening activities, toilet learning, afternoon nap, lunch, leaving together...

Norway

Technical Specifications
Age group: 3 to up
Format: 250 x 265 mm
Pages: 24
Retail Price: 13,50 €

MILAN

Chez la nounou
The book describes a typical day in the home of a child minder: going there, morning games, manual activities, lunch, toilet break, afternoon nap, in the park with
the other children, time to go home...

Rights Sold

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com
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Early Years

Histoire de parler
Young children discover key notions in three little
stories! An original offer in awareness books
for the very young.
Key points
• Early awareness notions presented in short stories
• An original product, rare on the market
• The reputation of Marie-Hélène Delval and Thierry Courtin
Maman Cane compte ses petits
Mummy Duck counts her ducklings: learn to count up to five.
Elephant is always happy: learn the names of hot things and cold things.
Jojo and Jacquot are so polite: learn to say Hello, Thank you, Sorry, Bye for now…
Hippopo va se baigner

2 Titles Available

Hippopo Goes for a Swim: to discover the parts of the body.
Here Come the Three Bear Brothers: to learn how to describe and compare heights.
How’s it Going, Little Panda?: to learn to describe emotions.
Little Tigre Can’t Sit Still: to learn the words that describe actions.

Hippopo va se baigner
Maman cane compte ses petits

Rights Sold
Spain (Spanish, Catalan)

Technical Specifications

bayard

Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 34
Retail price: 9,90 €
Age Group: 1 and up

Bayard Group
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Early Years

Mon imagerie bilingue
An entirely visual bilingual picture book that aims
to become a reference for children and parents, and
schoolteachers of course!
Key points
• A picture book that focuses on visual memory
• A picture book suitable for every age group and every language level
• Contemporary illustrations, uncluttered pages for clarity of images
and words
• A contents page, colour code and index make navigation easy
Content
In sixteen themed parts, all the basic common nouns, adjectives and verbs in pictorial form, captioned in French and English with their article (where appropriate).
Readers can find any word they are looking for at a glance in an index at the back
of the book. Approximately eight words on each page leave plenty of space for
big, legible images, and the spacious layout makes the contents easy to view
so that readers will remember how the words are spelt. A book that children will
find useful from nursery to secondary school: 1000 words in English for primary
school level.The list of themes: first things we learn (numbers, colours, shapes,
bearings in space…), the human body, clothes, food, school, at home, in town,
places to visit, sport, transport, animals, nature, communication, jobs, music,
the world...
4 Titles available

Le visage - The face
les cils

le front

eyelashes

la tête

head

forehead

les cheveux

hair

Rights Sold

le sourcil
le doigt

finger

le ventre

stomach

le genou

knee

le pied

eyebrow

le cou

neck
le coude

elbow
l’oreille

la cuisse

ear

thigh
les orteils

toes

foot

l’œil

eye

la joue
la main

hand

le bras

les fesses
le mollet

calf

18

cheek
le nez

arm
le dos

bottom

China, Lebanon

back

Technical Specifications
From 5 and up
Format: 140 x 200 mm
Pages: 144
Retail Price: 13,50 €

nose

les dents

teeth
le menton

chin

la langue

tongue

la bouche

mouth
19

MILAN

Le corps humain - The human body

Le corps - The body

French-English
French-Arabic
French-Spanish
French-German
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Early Years

Mes tout p’tits docs

more
than 60.000
copies sold

A new series of illustrated non-fiction,
especially for kiddies from 1 to 2 years old,
directly leading onto Mes p’tits docs Series.
Key points
• S
 imple lay-outs, clearly defined areas of bright colours, a simple
storyline that’s easy to follow…
• Immediate identification permit even the very young to recognize
elements of everyday life
• Books to accompany youngsters in their discovery of the world.
Content
Two questions in each book– Where? and Who? – to check comprehension and encourage
language skills.
Entirely illustrated - very short sentences that leave room for onomatopoeia corresponding to the language children develop at this age – and a flowing, simple storyline that
places the child at the heart of the narration.
Le bain
Bath time, what could be more fun … but Valentine doesn’t forget to wash herself. Careful
not to get shampoo in your eyes ! Typical objects of bath time: a facecloth, soap, a plastic
duck, hairbrush, bathrobe…

Le camion poubelles
Refuse trucks are huge, all green, and they make rubbish disappear, and… fascinate children. Maxime, dressed as a refuse collector, takes us with him on his rounds through the
streets of his town.
Le lapin
The rabbit, kiddies’ favourite farm animal, is treated her in an amusing but simple
fashion.
Authors
Charlotte Ameling, creates brightly coloured images with lovable, funny characters. She
works in children’s fashion as a designer, does illustrations for the press and publishing
(Nathan, Fleurus and Lito in particular), and produces games for the very young.

Technical Specifications
Format: 170 x 170 mm
Pages: 24
Retail price: 6,40 €
Age group: 5 and up
16 Titles
Le bain
Le ballon
Le camion
poubelles
Le lapin
Le coucher
Le tracteur
Le docteur
Le camion des
pompiers
Maman

MILAN

Le ballon
The ball – one of the first toys babies can enjoy – is treated her in an amusing but simple
fashion.

Papa
L’avion
Le chat
Le doudou
Le chantier
En voiture
Le pot
Le chien
La coccinelle
Les habits
Le train
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